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Abstract:
The unfolding of the military-social conflict in the South-
East of Ukraine forced domestic medicine to face a new 
type of mass injuries, and surgical treatment of extensive 
soft tissue defects, as a complex problem, regained its rel-
evance.

In a comparative aspect, we studied the treatment results 
in 226 patients: the main group was 116 victims with 
combined burns and shrapnel wounds (110 adults, aver-
age age 39.72 ± 5.81years, and 6 children), 109 were a 
civilians. Comparison group: 63 patients with thermome-
chanical burns (average age (32.27 ± 4.11) years) treated 
in peacetime. 

The predominant localization of combat wounds was: 
lower extremities - 64.9%, hands and shoulder - 21.1%, 
head and trunk - 10.5%. Burns accounted for only 3.5%. 

Primary shrapnel wound surgery is a complex reconstruc-
tive intervention that requires unquestioning implemen-
tation of the basic principles. The usage of local negative 
pressure has reduced the bacterial contamination. 

Local flaps were used to directly close the defect, the 
blood supply of which was carried out by perforating ar-
teries. The “Propeller” technique was used to raise the 
flaps: sural; lateral supramalleolar flap; external lateral 
shoulder flap (RCAP-flap) and the dorsum-ulnar forearm 
perforant flap. The “Keystone” flap  deserves a high as-
sessment in terms of efficiency of use.

Wounds healing in peacetime injuries was achieved in 
100%, while with extensive shrapnel wound injuries, the 
limb was preserved in only 63.2% of cases. The average 
length of hospital stay was (31.9 ± 3.46) in the main and 
(26.4 ± 4.5) days in the comparison group.
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